
Introduction to Compensation and Pension Exams Process (C&P) 

Review the following links to better understand what to expect during the Compensation Exams 
Process. Understand also that Comp Exams are not all scheduled at VA Facility’s, the VA uses your given 
home address and then attempts to best accommodate your Exam within a reasonable mileage distance 
of your home up to 100 miles or less in most cases. Many Comp Exams are scheduled thru a 3rd party 
vendor often being: VES, LHI, and QTC as examples vendors being used at this time. 

Don’t confuse Comp Exams with standard VA Health care exam that are conducted in VA facilities and 
sometimes thru third party vendors under the Community Care program.  

https://benefits.va.gov/compensation/claimexam.asp 

From within the link listed above there are several fact sheets that have beneficial information on 
various topics about the Compensation and Pension exam process (C&P). Listed here are the various 
topics all of which can be downloaded as pdf files if you like. 

VA claim exam resumption one-pager 

You can find the most up-to-date information on VA C&P exam resumption from 
this one-page fact sheet. 

VA claim exam resumption fact sheet 

This fact sheet provides an update on VA's resumption of in-person claim (C&P) 
exams, and information about the C&P exam process. This fact sheet answers 
your frequently asked questions in detail. 

VA claim exam fact sheet 

This fact sheet provides a quick guide on the VA claim exam process, and what 
you can expect during and after your exam 

VA claim exam tips 

This tips sheet offers Veterans helpful information to make the VA claim exam 
process easier and less stressful if you need to attend a VA claim exam. 
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Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) 

This document provides important answers to frequently asked questions about 
the VA claim exam process. 

VA claim process step-by-step 

This document provides a quick, step-by-step overview of the VA claim process 
and the VA claim exam. 

Mental health exam fact sheet 

This document explains the process for mental health claim exams, including 
how mental health conditions are evaluated by VA for compensation claims 

Review exams fact sheet 

This document provides an overview of the Review Exam process, including 
what a review exam is, why it may be requested, and why it’s important to attend 

Community Care information can be found on this link below. Community Care is worked thru a
3rd party provided contracted by the VA Health care program listed as two Vendors as of now being: 
OPTUM and TRIWEST. Triwest and Tricare are not the same thing, Tricare is for Military Retirees, Active 
Duty, and their family members. 
https://www.va.gov/COMMUNITYCARE/providers/Community_Care_Network.asp 

All this information is subject to change, it is current as of 8/7/2020. 
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If you’ve filed a claim with the  
U.S. Department of Veterans 
Affairs (VA) for compensation  
or pension benefits, VA may  
ask you to go to an examination  
as part of the claim process. This  
is known as a VA claim exam or  
a compensation & pension  
(C&P) exam.

Your VA Claim Exam: Know What’s Next FACT SHEET | DECEMBER 2016

VA Claim Exams or C&P Exams
The VA claim exam, also called a C&P exam, is different from 
a regular medical appointment because the examiner won’t 
prescribe any medicine or treat you for your disability. This exam 
occurs only if you file a compensation or pension claim. It is a 
part of the claim review process and helps VA determine if your 
disability is service connected, the level of your disability, or if your 
condition should receive an increased rating due to it worsening.  

The amount of time the examiner spends with you during your 
exam depends on what conditions you claimed and if VA needs 
more information to make a decision. The length of your visit could 
be very short, or last an hour or more. However, a mental-health 
evaluation typically lasts two to four hours.

THE EXAMINER 
MAY:

Ask you questions

Observe your behavior 

Perform a limited physical exam 

Simply review your file with you

Each exam is different. Remember, your in-person visit is only 
one part of the claim review process. Typically, examiners spend 
time before and/or after your appointment reviewing your 
medical records. Even if your visit is short, he or she is still carefully 
reviewing your claim. 

S C H E D U L I N G  O F  T H E  E X A M

After you submit your claim, you may 
receive a phone call or a letter from VA or 
a VA partner asking you to come to one or 
more claim exams. Not every application for 
a benefit will require an exam; it depends 
on what medical evidence has been 
included with the application. 

Contact VA immediately at the number 
provided to reschedule your exam if you 
have a conflict with your exam time. Please 
try not to reschedule on the day before or 
day of the exam. 

It is important to attend 
your VA claim exam.
Missing your exam could cause VA to delay its 
decision on your claim or rate your claim “as-
is” (i.e. only using the information that is in 
your file), which could impact your benefits.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
www.benefits.va.gov/compensation
Reach out to your local Veterans Service 
Organization
Call 1-800-827-1000



VA Resumes Compensation and Pension Exams
HERE’S WHAT YOU SHOULD EXPECT AT YOUR VA CLAIM EXAM

What should I know about my C&P exam?
 � VA will be conducting in-person C&P exams, also known as a VA claim exam, at select locations throughout 

the country.

How VA will contact you:
 � If you require an exam, you’ll be contacted by a VA contract medical examination provider to schedule an 

appointment.

 � You will receive a letter by mail with the date and time of your exam or a phone call to find a time that 
works for you.

 � After receiving your letter or phone call, you should call the number provided to confirm the time and 
location of your exam.

How will C&P exams be different during the COVID-19 pandemic:
 � VA is working closely with its medical providers to ensure the safety of Veterans and providers remains a 

top priority.

 � Safety measures include COVID-19 screening for Veterans and employees, physical distancing, and 
appropriate personal protective equipment to include face coverings and gloves.

What if I can’t attend the in-person exam during COVID-19?
 � No claim will be denied, and no final action will be taken until an in-person exam can be safely completed.

What should I expect at my VA claim exam?
The doctor may: 

 � Review your claim file with you.

 � Perform a limited physical exam.

 � Ask you questions based on the medical records in your claim file.

 � Ask you to get other tests if needed.

What happens after my exam?
 � VA will review all the evidence in your file, assign your disability rating, and send you a decision notice.

 � Each claim is different, but it usually takes 3 to 4 months to process a claim from start to finish.

I can’t make my exam as currently scheduled. What do I do?
 � If you can’t make it to your appointment, you can reschedule by contacting your nearest VA regional 

office or calling 1-800-827-1000.

How do I know if a legitimate VA representative contacted me?
 � If you feel you may have been improperly contacted or would like to confirm the legitimacy of the C&P 

exam, please call us at 1-800-827-1000 or contact your nearest VA regional office.



VA Claims Exams
FACT SHEET

As of May 28, the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) resumed in-person compensation and pension (C&P) exams in select locations. VA 
contract medical exam providers will begin contacting Veterans in those areas to schedule in-person exams. 

Due to the coronavirus pandemic, VA suspended in-person C&P examinations to ensure the safety of our Veterans and employees. Veterans 
previously scheduled for in-person examinations will be contacted to schedule examination appointments when it is safe to do so. In the 
interim, VA continues to process claims and complete examinations that do not require in-person communications. VA is scheduling and 
conducting these exams via telephone or virtually. In addition, VA is reviewing medical files and evidence to make decisions on claims when 
possible. VA is providing written instructions to claimants if they have been scheduled for a virtual C&P examination appointment. If it is not 
possible, or the claimant does not want to engage in telephonic or virtual examinations, VA is not taking final action on their claim(s) until we 
schedule and safely complete an in-person examination.

Q: What is a VA claim exam, also known as a Compensation and Pension examination? 
A: If you’ve filed a claim for disability compensation or pension benefits, VA may ask you to go to an examination as part of the claim process. 
For disability compensation, this exam helps VA determine if you have a disability related to your military service or if your condition should 
receive an increased rating due to it worsening. In the case of pension claims, the exam documents the level of your disability. This is known 
as a VA claim exam or a compensation & pension exam. The examiner will only perform a medical review to identify or confirm any disabilities 
shared in your claim application. They will record the findings and provide them to a VA claims processor to complete the claim process. 

Q: Is everyone scheduled for a VA claim exam? 
A: No. After you have applied for disability compensation and/or pension, you may receive a phone call or a letter from a VA contract medical 
exam provider asking you to come to a C&P exam. If you have claimed benefits based upon several disabilities, you may be asked to report 
for one or more exams so each disability can be reviewed by an appropriate examiner. This is a routine request. You may be asked to go to a 
VA medical center or a VA partner to complete the claim exams. Not every application for a benefit will require an exam; it depends on what 
medical evidence has been included with the application. 

B AC KG R O U N D

Q U E S T I O N S  & A N S W E R S

1VA Claims Exams Fact Sheet
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Q: How is the VA claim exam or C&P exam scheduled? 
A: A VA partner is responsible for contacting you about scheduling a claim exam. They may either mail you a letter with the date and time of 
your appointment(s) and/or call you to find a time that fits with your schedule. If you are receiving treatment at a VA medical center, make 
sure they have your current address, phone number and email information. The wrong information could cause your appointment letter to be 
delayed and not reach you in time. Update your information online or call 1-800-827-1000. 

Q: The date and/or time of my C&P exam doesn’t work for me. Can I reschedule my exam? 
A: If your scheduled exam date or time does not work with some other life event, immediately call the number provided and try to 
reschedule. Unless it is an emergency situation, please try to give more than 24 hours of notice when canceling your exam. Not responding to 
a phone or letter request for scheduling an exam or missing the exam could cause VA to delay its decision on your claim. Not showing up to 
your exam takes up an appointment time another Veteran could have used, and also could cause your claim to be rated “as-is” based only on 
the information in your application. Most facilities try to meet your requests (if possible) if you have a good reason for rescheduling your time 
and you give enough notice.

Q: How early do I need to get there before the VA claim exam? 
A: It is helpful to be at least 15–30 minutes early to your scheduled exam time, leaving enough time to arrive at the facility location where 
your exam will take place. Once you check in with the exam staff, they will be able to answer questions on how long you will have to wait. 
Many examiners will not perform your exam if you are late, as they will not have enough time to complete the required history and exam 
review and take care of other Veterans on their schedule. 

Please work closely with your contract exam provider as arrival times may need to change due to COVID-19.

Q: What will the claim exam be like? 
A: Unlike a typical medical exam or other healthcare appointment you may have with VA, the claim exam will not give you any treatment 
or prescribe any medicine. The examiner’s job is to review your medical records related to your disability claim, including the claim file, also 
known as your c-file/e-file. The c-file typically includes medical treatment records from Department of Defense (DoD), your DoD personnel 
records, treatment records from your health care providers, and any other documents submitted. 

Q: How long will my claim exam take? 
A: Each exam is different depending on the information and needs of each Veteran. Exams can range anywhere from 15 minutes to an hour 
or more. The examiner may ask you questions, observe you, perform a limited physical exam, or simply review your file with you. The time an 
examiner spends with you during your exam may appear brief, but remember, even if your visit is short, he or she is still carefully reviewing 
your claim. Examiners often spend an hour or more before or after your appointment reviewing your claim. 

Q: Where does the claim exam fit within the claim process? 
A: VA schedules the claim exam at the end of the “Information Gathering” stage, which is about 60% of the way through the claim decision 
process. After your exam, the examiner will complete a report that includes a review of the exam and any clinical test results. The examiner 
submits the report back to the VA regional office so it can be included within your c-file/e-file and they can continue processing your claim. 
VA will then perform a final review on your whole claim package and make a decision on your claim. 
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Q: Can the person doing my VA claim exam tell me the status of my claim? 
A: No, the examiner is only involved in performing the exam and providing the results to the claims processor. They are not part of the rating 
process, and do not make the rating decisions. They will never know the outcome of your pending claim. Only a VA regional office can answer 
questions regarding rating decisions. To get a claim status update, please go to eBenefits.va.gov or, if you are working with an accredited 
Veterans Service Organization (VSO) representative, contact them for a status update. You may also contact VA at 1-800-827-1000, and a 
contact representative will be pleased to answer your questions.

Q: Can I bring new treatment information or other evidence with me that I did not submit as part of my claim? 
A: Yes, if you have any medical documents that were not previously sent to VA, you can bring them to your claim exam. However, the 
examiner may not be able to submit that information on your behalf. All new information can be uploaded through eBenefits.va.gov, 
submitted to your accredited VSO representative, or mailed to VA using the appropriate address found here – http://www.ebenefits.va.gov/
compensation/mailingaddresses.asp. Ideally, you should submit all of your medical evidence with your claim application or before your claim 
exam so the examiner doing your exam has the most complete picture of your health status. 

Q: Can I bring my spouse or family member to my claim exam? 
A: For everyone’s safety during COVID-19, we are asking that family members do not accompany Veterans to exams unless they are essential 
caregivers. Please check with your contract medical examiner before your visit. 

Q: I missed my scheduled claim exam, what should I do? 
A: If you were unable to attend your exam and did not contact VA in advance, your appointment will be considered a “no-show.”  You will have 
to request a new exam appointment by calling 1-800-827-1000.

Q: My claim exam is scheduled far away from where I live; can I get help with paying for my travel? 
A: Yes, if you are scheduled for a claim exam or C&P exam, you can request travel reimbursement. Mileage is calculated from your door to the 
exam facility. The contract C&P exam provider will process your mileage payment. 

Q: Are C&P exams being conducted during COVID-19? 
A: VA has resumed C&P exams in areas where it is currently safe to do so. For the safety of Veterans and examiners, C&P exams are still 
suspended in many areas, but VA will continue to add areas as conditions allow.

Q: Exams have resumed in my area; what do I need to do to schedule one?
A: Nothing at this time. VA’s contract vendors will contact you to schedule an exam.

Q: When will in-person exams resume for transitioning Service members? 
A: Service members in areas where in-person exams have resumed will be scheduled for their C&P exam.  
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Q: How are exams being rescheduled?
A: Exams are scheduled based on coordination between the Veteran and VA or vendors and are always at the convenience and discretion of 
the Veteran. When it is safe to conduct in-person exams, VA or contract medical exam providers will contact the Veteran to schedule a future 
appointment. 

Q: What about my previously scheduled C&P exam?
A: VA, or our contract exam providers, will work with Veterans to reschedule in-person exams when it is safe to do so. 

Q: Will my claim be denied if I need an exam but can’t attend one during COVID-19? 
A: No. In cases where an in-person exam is needed, no final action will be taken until an in-person exam can be safely completed. 

Q: Some claims are being denied during COVID-19, why is this happening?
A: During COVID-19, VA is able to complete many claims through normal processes that may not require an in-person exam. These include, 
tele-C&P exams and reviews of acceptable clinical evidence (ACE). 

Q: When will VA resume in-person examinations in my area? 
A: VA has resumed C&P exams in areas where it is currently safe to do so. For the safety of Veterans and examiners, C&P exams are still 
suspended in many areas, but VA will continue to add areas as conditions allow.

Q: What else can I do to provide evidence in support of my claim? 
A: You can still submit private treatment records or request that VA obtain those records on your behalf in support of your claim. Work with a 
VA accredited Veterans Service Organization representative, or an accredited attorney or claims agent for assistance in completing claims for 
VA benefits. You can always get more information and assistance online at https://iris.custhelp.va.gov/.
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If you’ve filed a claim for disability compensation or pension 
benefits with the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), you 
may receive a phone call or a letter asking you to come to a 
claim exam, also called a compensation and pension (C&P) 
exam. This exam is a normal part of the VA claim process and 
helps VA determine the claim decision. The exam may be 
completed by a VA examiner or a VA partner. Make sure you 
know what to expect before going to your exam by reviewing 
the tips below.

TIP #1: It’s important to attend your VA 
claim exam.

Missing your exam could cause VA to delay its decision 
on your claim or rate your claim “as-is” (i.e. only using 
the information that is in your file).

TIP #2: If you need to reschedule your exam, 
do it as early as possible.

Make sure you contact VA immediately to reschedule 
your exam if you have a conflict with your exam time. 
Unless it’s an emergency, try not to reschedule on the 
day before or day of the exam.

TIP #3: Make sure VA has your current 
contact information.

Make sure both your nearest VA regional office and 
VA medical center have your current address, phone 
number, and email information. It is important your 
contact information is accurate in both places so they 
know how to contact you about your exam.

TIP #4: Call and confirm your exam with VA.

Call and confirm your exam time and location at the 
number provided to make sure you and VA have the 
correct appointment information. 

TIP #5: Submit all your medical evidence  
with your claim application or to a VA 
regional office before you go to your exam.

You may bring medical records or evidence with you 
to your exam, but the examiner cannot submit any 
new information to be added to your claim file on 
your behalf. Make sure you submit all evidence and 
treatment records to a VA regional office before your 
exam so the examiner can have a complete picture of 
your health status.

TIP #6: Be prepared to attend multiple  
claim exams if you are claiming more than 
one disability.

If necessary, VA may request more than one claim 
exam if you submit a claim for several disabilities. VA 
will do its best to schedule multiple exams for the 
same day to limit your time spent. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION
www.benefits.va.gov/compensation/
Reach out to your local Veterans Service 
Organization
Call 1-800-827-1000 
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TIP #7: Get there early.

Plan to give yourself time to get to your exam location 
and arrive about 15 minutes early. Examiners may not 
agree to perform your exam if you are late.

TIP #8: Remember, physical contact may not 
be required as part of your exam. 

The VA claim exam is not a treatment exam; it’s an 
exam that allows VA to review the disabilities you are 
claiming. Depending on the information included in 
your claim application, the examiner may only need to 
ask a few questions to complete the exam. 

TIP #9: Be truthful and honest when you 
answer questions during your exam.

When the examiner asks you questions during your 
exam, be truthful and honest: don’t exaggerate your 
symptoms or pain, but don’t downplay them either. 
The examiner is looking to capture information on the 
disabilities you have claimed. This will help you get the 
most accurate rating possible.

TIP #10: Do not ask the examiner about the 
status of your claim during your exam. They 
don’t know.

The examiner performing your exam is only responsible 
for conducting the exam and providing the results to a 
VA claims processor. They do not make any claim rating 
decisions and often do not know the full claims process. 
If you have questions about your claim, call 1-800-827-
1000, contact your accredited representative, such as 
a Veterans Service Organization, or check eBenefits to 
find out more about your claim status.

TIP #11: Remember, the length of your exam 
does not affect your claim decision.

Exams can range anywhere from 15 minutes to an 
hour or more. Each exam is different depending on the 
Veteran and the information that has been included 
in the claim application. Don’t forget, the examiner 
will spend time before and/or after your appointment 
reviewing your medical records. Even if your visit is 
short, your claim is still being carefully reviewed.

Disabilities determined by VA to be related to your military service can lead to monthly non-taxable compensation, enrollment in the VA health care system, a 10-point hiring 
preference for federal employment and other important benefits. Ask your VA representative or Veterans Service Organization representative about Disability Compensation, 
Pension, Health Care, Caregiver Program, Career Services, Educational Assistance, Home Loan Guaranty, Insurance and/or Dependents and Survivors’ Benefits.
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Q: What is a VA claim exam, also known as a Compensation and Pension (C&P) examination? 
If you’ve filed a claim with the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) for disability compensation or pension benefits, 
VA may ask you to go to an examination as part of the claim process. For disability compensation, this exam helps VA 
determine if you have a disability related to your military service or if your condition should receive an increased rating 
due to it worsening. In the case of pension claims, the exam documents the level of your disability. This is known as a VA 
claim exam or a compensation & pension (C&P) exam.  

This exam is different from a regular medical appointment because the examiner won’t prescribe any medicine or treat 
you – for instance, you won’t receive a referral to a specialist. The examiner will only perform a medical review to 
identify or confirm any disabilities shared in your claim application. They will record the findings and provide them to a 
VA claims processor to complete the claim process.   

Q:  Is everyone scheduled for a VA claim exam? 
No, not everyone will be requested to attend a VA exam. After you have applied for disability compensation and/or 
pension, you may receive a phone call or a letter from VA or a VA partner asking you to come to a claim exam, also 
known as a C&P exam. If you have claimed benefits based upon several disabilities, you may be asked to report for one 
or more exams so each disability can be reviewed by an appropriate examiner. This is a routine request. You may be 
asked to go to a VA medical center or a VA partner to complete the claim exams. Not every application for a benefit will 
require an exam; it depends on what medical evidence has been included with the application. 

Q: How is the VA claim exam or C&P exam scheduled? 
A VA medical center or a VA partner is responsible for contacting you about scheduling a claim exam. They may either 
mail you a letter with the date and time of your appointment(s) and/or call you to find a time that fits with your 
schedule. If you are receiving treatment at a VA medical center, make sure they have your current address, phone 
number and email information. The wrong information could cause your appointment letter to be delayed and not reach 
you in time.  

It is a good idea to call and confirm the exam time(s) and locations to make sure you and VA or the VA partner have the 
correct appointment information. Use the phone number on your appointment letter or if you were called, use the 
phone number left by VA or the VA partner. If you don’t show up to your exam, you may have a longer wait to get your 
exam rescheduled; it could delay your claim; and/or your claim could be rated “as-is” (using only the information in your 
file). 

Q: The date and/or time of my C&P exam doesn’t work for me. Can I reschedule my exam? 
If your scheduled exam date or time does not work with some other life event, immediately call the number provided 
and try to reschedule. Unless it is an emergency situation, try not to reschedule the exam the day before or on the day 
of the exam. Not responding to a phone or letter request for scheduling an exam or missing the exam could cause VA to 
delay its decision on your claim. Not showing up to your exam takes up an appointment time another Veteran could 
have used, and also could cause your claim to be rated “as-is” based only on the information in your application. Most 
facilities try to meet your requests (if possible) if you have a good reason for rescheduling your time and you give
enough notice. 
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Q: How early do I need to get there before the VA claim exam? 
It is helpful to be at least 15 minutes early to your scheduled exam time, leaving enough time to arrive at the facility 
location where your exam will take place. Once you check in with the exam staff, they will be able to answer questions 
on how long you will have to wait. Many examiners will not perform your exam if you are late, as they will not have 
enough time to complete the required history and exam review and take care of other Veterans on their schedule. 

Q: What will the claim exam be like? 
Unlike a typical medical exam or other healthcare appointment you may have with VA, the claim exam will not give you 
any treatment or prescribe any medicine. The examiner’s job is to review your medical records related to your disability 
claim, including the claim file, also known as your c-file/e-file. The c-file typically includes medical treatment records 
from Department of Defense (DoD), your DoD personnel records, treatment records from your health care providers and 
any other documents submitted. 

The amount of time the examiner spends with you during your exam depends on what conditions you claimed and if VA 
needs more information to make a decision. Following your exam, the examiner completes a report that includes an 
analysis of clinical test results, if any were performed. You have the right to request and receive copies of your test 
results by contacting your VA regional office. 

Q: How long will my claim exam take? 
Each exam is different depending on the information and needs of each Veteran. Exams can range anywhere from 15 
minutes to an hour or more. The examiner may ask you questions, observe you, perform a limited physical exam or 
simply review your file with you. The time an examiner spends with you during your exam may appear brief, but 
remember, even if your visit is short, he or she is still carefully reviewing your claim. Examiners often spend an hour or 
more before or after your appointment reviewing your claim. 

Q: Where does the claim exam fit within the claim process? 
VA schedules the claim exam at the end of the “Information Gathering” stage, which is about 60% of the way through 
the claim decision process. After your exam, the examiner will complete a report that includes a review of the exam and 
any clinical test results. The examiner submits the report back to the VA regional office so it can be included within your 
c-file/e-file and they can continue processing your claim. VA will then perform a final review on your whole claim
package, and make a decision on your claim.

Q: Can the person doing my VA claim exam tell me the status of my claim? 
No, the examiner is only involved in performing the exam and providing the results to the claims processor.  They are 
not part of the rating process, and do not make the rating decisions. They will never know the outcome of your pending 
claim. Only a VA regional office can answer questions regarding rating decisions. 

To get a claim status update, please go to eBenefits.va.gov or, if you are working with an accredited Veterans Service 
Organization (VSO) representative, contact them for a status update. You may also contact VA at 1-800-827-1000, and a 
contact representative will be pleased to answer your questions. 

Q: Can I bring new treatment information or other evidence with me that I did not submit as 
part of my claim? 
Yes, if you have any medical documents that were not previously sent to VA, you can bring them to your claim exam. 
However, the examiner may not be able to submit that information on your behalf. All new information can be uploaded 
through eBenefits.va.gov, submitted to your accredited VSO representative, or mailed to VA using the appropriate 
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address found here - http://www.benefits.va.gov/compensation/mailingaddresses.asp. Ideally, you should submit all of 
your medical evidence with your claim application or before of your claim exam so the examiner doing your exam has 
the most complete picture of your health status. 

Q: Can I bring my spouse or family member to my claim exam? 
Yes, at your request and the approval of the examiner, family members, caregivers, and significant others may be 
allowed to join you during an exam, but may not participate in and/or interfere with the exam. Service animals are also 
permitted.  

Q: I missed my scheduled claim exam, what should I do? 
If you were unable to attend your exam and did not contact VA in advance, your appointment will be considered a “no-
show.” You will have to request a new exam appointment by calling 1-800-827-1000. If you fail to show up to any claim 
or C&P exam(s), it is likely that your claim decision will be delayed while VA tries to reschedule your exam. Your claim 
could also be rated “as-is” (using only the current information in your file). It is very helpful to make sure that both the 
VA regional office and the VA medical center nearest to you have your current address, phone number, and email 
information. This will help make sure VA can communicate with you about any need for a claim exam appointment. It is 
also a good idea to call and confirm the exam time(s) and location(s) that you have received to make sure you and VA 
have the correct appointment information. 

Q: My claim exam is scheduled far away from where I live; can I get help with paying for my 
travel? 
Yes, if you are scheduled for a claim exam or C&P exam, you can request travel reimbursement. Mileage is calculated 
from your door to the exam facility. Your travel pay request will be submitted to the beneficiary travel office.   

Q: The examiner didn’t even touch me during my claim exam. Is that normal? 
Think of the claim exam, or C&P exam, as a medical review. Unlike a typical medical exam or other healthcare 
appointment you may have with VA, an examiner will not provide you any treatment, make any referrals to other 
medical providers or prescribe any medicine. Depending on the information in your claim file, such as medical 
documents from current providers, and completed Disability Benefit Questionnaires (DBQs), the examiner will 
determine what additional questions and information are needed to confirm your health status and complete the exam. 
In some instances, your file may be so complete that only a few follow up questions may be needed. Know that your 
case is being carefully reviewed and VA’s decision will not depend on the length of your exam visit.  

The in-person part of your claim exam is only one part of what examiners do as part of their evaluation. They also 
typically spend more than an hour before or after appointments reviewing claims files to ensure they are providing the 
most complete and accurate reviews possible. All of the supporting documents that you provide to support your claim 
play an important part in the examiner’s report. 

If you have a question about what is happening during your claim exam, you should feel comfortable asking the 
examiner about what he or she is doing and what you can expect during your visit. Keep in mind they are medical 
experts who are following up on the medical information you provided in your claim application. Neither VA examiners 
nor VA partner examiners are involved in rating your claim. They are not always familiar with the full claim process and 
cannot tell you when a decision will be made. All claims-related questions should be directed to the VA regional office 
nearest you. 
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Q: I am unhappy with the treatment I received from the person doing my claim exam, what 
should I do? 
If you attend your claim exam and have a negative experience with a VA examiner or a VA partner examiner, VA 
encourages you to share feedback immediately. You may go to the C&P exam supervisor within a VA medical center or 
the supervisor within the VA partner facility, reach out to the VA patient advocate at your closest VA medical facility, or 
call the number on your original appointment letter. It is helpful to write out a statement of concern that can be 
submitted as part of your claim file. Share concerns immediately. Do not wait until your claim decision has been made. 
This will help ensure any issues are handled as quickly as possible. 

Q: My claim was denied without a claim exam or C&P exam. Is this a normal event? 
VA awards disability compensation when the claim file shows three things: 

1. Current diagnosis of a disability
2. Record of an event that happened during military service that could have resulted in the disability
3. An opinion that the disability is related to military service, also called a “nexus opinion”

If the first two items are clearly shown in your claim application, that’s when the C&P exam process comes in. If you did 
not submit enough information with your claim application to show that you have a current diagnosis of a disability or 
that an event occurred in military service that may have caused the disability, there is no need for VA to schedule a claim 
exam to get a nexus opinion to tie the two events together. Make sure you submit all relevant military and treatment 
records as part of your claim application. 

Q: Why is a contractor conducting my claim exam and not a VA examiner? 
VA may use contractors or VA partners who are medical experts with experience working with Veterans to speed up the 
claim process. They support the timelier scheduling of claim exams and evidence gathering in support of your claim. You 
may get scheduled for a claim exam with a VA partner. They follow the same HIPAA policies as VA, so you are 
guaranteed that your privacy is protected. 

The exam is performed at the expense of VA and, just as if the exam was done at a VA medical center, the exam is used 
in the claim decision process for disability compensation or pension benefits. The medical facilities that work with VA are 
bound by the same rules and privacy laws as VA, so you can be sure your exam can be trusted and all of your 
information is secure and will be shared directly with VA. 

Q: Are there organizations that can help me with my claim exam? 
VA recommends you work with an accredited representative, such as a VSO, to help guide you through the entire claims 
process. These representatives can help you gather evidence in support of your claim, help file your claim and address 
issues as you move through the claim decision process. You can search for a representative on eBenefits, 
https://www.ebenefits.va.gov/ebenefits/vso-search.  



YOUR VA CLAIM 

IMPROVING THE VA CLAIM & EXAM EXPERIENCE 
A step-by-step process 

1
File a Claim with VA 
- Submit a compensation or pension claim 
- For the fastest claim decision, submit an electronic Fully Developed Claim (FDC) including
completed Disability Benefit Questionnaires (DBQs) 
- Make sure VA has your current contact information (address, phone, and email information) 

2 
VA Schedules a Claim Exam 
- VA will review your claim and may schedule one or more VA claim exams, also
  known as C&P exams, as part of the “Information Gathering” phase
 
- VA or a VA partner may send a letter or call you to schedule your exam(s) 
- Not everyone will be requested to attend a VA exam 

3
Confirm Your Exam 
- Confirm the date, time, and location of your appointment(s) with the number provided 
- Reschedule the exam(s) as soon as possible if you have a conflict 

4
Attend Exam(s) 
- It’s important to attend your VA claim exam 
- Each claim exam is different depending on claimed disabilities and information 

submitted with your application 
- Exams may last up to an hour or more or be very short 
- The length of your exam does not affect your claim decision 

5 Exam Report is Added to Your Electronic Claim File 
- Upon completion of your exam, the examiner reviews your medical records and makes an exam report 
- The report is submitted to a VA claims processor to be added to your electronic claim file 

6 VA Makes a Decision on Your Claim 
- VA reviews your claim application, supporting documents, and claim exam report

to make a decision on your claim 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
www.benefits.va.gov/compensation/ 
Reach out to your local Veterans Service Organization 
Call 1-800-827-1000



VA COMPENSATION & PENSION
Understanding Mental Health Examinations

HOW IS A MENTAL HEALTH CONDITION 
EVALUATED BY VA?

When you submit a claim for a particular mental health condition, the 
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) will process your claim as a claim for 
any mental health conditions that may be reasonably defined by:

 u The description of the claim

 u The symptoms that you describe

 u The information and evidence that you submit, and

 u Any other information and evidence obtained

Since mental health conditions share similar symptomatology and 
findings, in order to make sure the correct mental health condition is 
evaluated as it relates to your claim, VA does a thorough review of all of 
the medical and non-medical evidence surrounding your claim.

For VA purposes, you can only be rated for one mental health condition. 
VA will review the entire body of evidence to gain a clear understanding 
of how your mental health condition symptoms impact your social and 
industrial functioning and which diagnosed mental health condition(s) 
may be related to your claim.

When determining the actual evaluation of the mental health condition, 
VA refers to Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM 
IV or DSM-5) findings to assign appropriate evaluations using the Mental 
Disorder Criteria in the VA Schedule for Rating Disabilities.

WHY IS A REVIEW MENTAL HEALTH EXAM NEEDED?

Future mental health exams are only required or allowed under certain 
circumstances:

 u When assigning a pre-stabilization rating 

 u When the evidence of record clearly shows the likelihood for 
improvement

Sound medical evidence is required, indicating the likelihood of 
improvement, to warrant a future exam.  Other than those reasons listed 
above, there are no automatic future exams required or allowed by 
regulations.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO ATTEND MY MENTAL 
HEALTH EXAM?

When a mental health examination is requested to confirm your 
continued entitlement to disability benefits, it is important that you 
attend your scheduled disability examination. If for some reason you 
are unable to attend your mental health examination you must notify 
VA and request your examination to be rescheduled. However, if you fail 
to attend your scheduled mental health examination without adequate 
reason, the VA will review the current evidence of record and may be 
required by law to do one of the following:

 u Continue payment for the disability(ies) for which the 
examination was scheduled, if there is no change in severity of 
your disability(ies) as supported by evidence of record,

 u Discontinue payment for the disability(ies) for which the 
examination was scheduled, or

 u Reduce payment for the disability(ies) for which the examination 
was scheduled to minimum evaluation established by law.

It is very important that you attend your review examination to ensure 
that the abovementioned actions do not occur in the absence of the 
findings that would have been obtained through your examination. VA 
wants to ensure that the appropriate disability rating is assigned based 
on your individual examination findings.

WHY HAS MY DIAGNOSIS CHANGED?

A change in diagnosis of a mental health condition can happen when 
there is 

 u A progression in the mental health condition resulting in the 
additional symptomatology better fitting the criteria of a 
different mental health condition diagnosis, 

 u A correction of an error in the prior diagnosis, or 

 u A development of a new and separate mental health condition

Remember that there can only be one evaluation for a mental health 
condition, so any change in diagnosis will reflect the most accurate 
diagnosis and symptomatology.

REMEMBER: The examiner is only involved in performing the claim exam. They do not make the rating decision. Only a VA 

regional office can answer questions regarding your claim.

For more information, visit http://www.benefits.va.gov/compensation/claimexam.asp

www.benefits.va.gov/compensation REACH OUT TO YOUR LOCAL VETERANS SERVICE ORGANIZATION OR CALL VA AT 1-800-827-1000



VA COMPENSATION & PENSION
Understanding Review Examinations

WHAT ARE REVIEW EXAMINATIONS?

Review examinations are requested by the Department of Veterans 
Affairs (VA) to check the severity of your service-connected disability. 

WHY ARE REVIEW EXAMINATIONS REQUESTED?

VA will request review exams when:

u We need to assess the severity of a disability, or

u Evidence indicates there has been an important and relevant (or 
“material”) change in a disability, or

u By law, we are required to conduct a periodic review.

VA will use this review exam, and any other relevant evidence, to assess 
the severity of your disability.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN AT THE VA REVIEW 
EXAM?

A medical professional will conduct the VA review exams. Examiners and 
staff will not be able to answer specific questions about your benefits; 
their role is to assess your medical condition. 

Note: You may be examined in-person, or you may be questioned by 
telephone if we decide an in-person exam is not necessary.  Sometimes 
the VA examiner may be able to complete the exam report by reviewing 
your medical records without an in-person exam or call.

The time you will spend with the clinician varies from person to person 
based on your conditions.

The examiner may take various actions such as:

u Ask you questions.

u Perform a physical exam.

u Send you for X-rays or lab work.

u Observe your behavior.

u Review your file with you.

WHAT IF THE SEVERITY OF MY
DISABILITY HAS CHANGED?

Based on a review of your disability, we will prepare a new decision and 
contact you by mail.  One of three things will happen:

1. Your disability remains the same, or

2. Your disability has worsened and an increase in benefits may 
be appropriate, or

3. Your disability has improved and a reduction in benefits may 
be appropriate. 

WHAT HAPPENS IF I DON’T GO TO
MY REVIEW EXAMINATION?

If you miss your review exam, it may negatively affect your benefits. 
Please call us to reschedule if you cannot attend.  If you do not attend 
your exam VA is required by law to propose a reduction or termination of 
your benefits. 

REMEMBER: The examiner is only involved in performing 
the review exam. They do not make the rating decision. 
Only a VA regional office can answer questions regarding 
the review exam process.

For more information, visit http://www.benefits.va.gov/compensation/claimexam.asp

www.benefits.va.gov/compensation REACH OUT TO YOUR LOCAL VETERANS SERVICE ORGANIZATION OR CALL VA AT 1-800-827-1000



YOUR VA CLAIM EXAM: KNOW WHAT’S NEXT

Are your Medical Records Complete?
If you have medical documents that you have not yet sent 
to VA, you can bring them to your claim exam. However, the 
examiner cannot submit that information to be part of your 
claim on your behalf.  Ideally, you should submit all of your 
medical evidence with your claim application or before 
your claim exam. This will help the examiner have the most 
complete picture of your health status. 

Make Sure VA has Your Current Contact 
Information
Make sure that both the VA regional office and the VA 
medical center nearest to you have your current address, 
phone, and email information. This will help VA more 
quickly communicate with you about any need for a  
claim exam appointment.

After the Exam
Following your exam, a report will be sent to a VA claims 
processor and added to your claim file.  It will be used 
along with your claim application to make a decision on 
your claim. 

REMEMBER: The examiner is only involved in performing 
the claim exam. They do not make the rating decision. 
Only a VA regional office can answer questions regarding 
your claim.

When Will I Get My Rating?
While every claim is different, it takes VA an average of 
three to four months to process a claim from beginning to 
end. Processing times depend on how complex your claim 
is and the number of conditions you’ve claimed. For the 
most recent average-time estimate, please visit www.vets.
gov/disability-benefits/apply-for-benefits.

T H E  VA  C L A I M  P R O C E S S

Claim 
Received

STEP 1
Gathering  
of Evidence

STEP 3
Preparation 
for Decision

STEP 5 STEP 7 
Preparation  
for Notification

Under 
Review

STEP 2
Review of 
Evidence

STEP 4
Pending 
Decision 
Approval

STEP 6
Complete
STEP 8

VA Claim Exam/C&P Exam

Disabilities determined by VA to be related to your military service can lead to monthly non-taxable compensation, enrollment in the VA health care system, a 10-point hiring 
preference for federal employment and other important benefits. Ask your VA representative or Veterans Service Organization representative about Disability Compensation, 
Pension, Health Care, Caregiver Program, Career Services, Educational Assistance, Home Loan Guaranty, Insurance and/or Dependents and Survivors’ Benefits.

!



 

Accessing Community Care  
For Veterans Enrolled in VA Health Care  
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You may be eligible for community care (outside a 
VA medical facility) when VA cannot provide the 
care you need. To find out if community care is 
available to you, follow the below three steps: 

1. Go to VA   

• Schedule an appointment with 
a VA provider (doctor). 

• Your VA care team will work 
with you to see if you are 
eligible for community care.  

• Eligibility is based on your 
medical needs, care that is 
available at VA, and other 
requirements. 

• Important: Make sure VA 
confirms you are eligible and 
authorized before going to the 
next step. 

 

2. Make an Appointment  

• VA will work with you to 
find a community provider 
and make an 
appointment. 

• You can select a 
community provider or VA 
can select one for you. 

• Important: The 
community provider 
selected must be in VA’s 
network and be willing to 
accept payment from VA. 

 

3. Receive Care 

• Arrive promptly for your 
appointment. 

• Important: If you need 
to schedule a follow-up 
appointment, check with 
your community 
provider to make sure VA 
authorized the care. If VA 
did not authorize the 
care, your community 
provider should contact 
VA to arrange the care 
you need. 

See back for answers to frequently asked questions. 
If you have a question about your specific care needs, contact your VA medical facility.  
If your question is about the Veterans Choice Program, call 866-606-8198. 
https://www.va.gov/COMMUNITYCARE/programs/veterans/ 
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Frequently Asked Questions

Eligibility 
Am I eligible for community care? You may be 
eligible based on your medical needs, care that 
is available at VA, and other requirements. 

What happens if I am not eligible for 
community care? Your VA medical facility will 
work with you to schedule an appointment with 
a VA provider. 

Can I appeal a decision by VA that I am not 
eligible for community care? Yes. Contact your 
VA medical facility to learn about the steps 
involved and to start the process. 

If I receive community care, will I still be able 
to get care at VA? Yes. 

Appointments 
How do I find a community provider? Your VA 
medical facility can find a community provider 
for you, or you can select one. Check with your 
VA medical facility to make sure the one you 
select is part of VA’s network. If you are getting 
care through the Veterans Choice Program, you 
can use the Veterans Choice Locator online at  
https://www.va.gov/opa/apps/locator/ to find a 
community provider. 

Can I ask my doctor to join VA’s network? Yes, 
if the provider you want to see is not part of 
VA’s network, VA may be able to add them to its 
network. To see if this is possible, contact your 
VA medical facility. 

What happens if there are not any community 
providers available that fit my needs? Your VA 
medical facility will help you find alternatives. 

Can I choose any community provider I want? 
The community provider must be part of VA’s 
network. 

Are travel costs paid for by VA? You may be 
eligible for travel cost reimbursement through 
beneficiary travel. Contact your VA medical 
facility to learn about this benefit. 

Getting Care 
Can I change my community provider? Yes. 
Contact your VA medical facility to change 
your community provider.  

What happens if my community provider is 
no longer available (i.e. retires)? Contact your 
VA medical facility to find alternatives. 

How do I make a follow-up appointment? 
Check with your community provider to make 
sure VA authorized follow-up care before 
scheduling a follow-up appointment. They 
should have this information which is provided 
in the VA authorization they received to 
provide you care. If your community provider 
does not know if follow-up care was 
authorized, they should contact your VA 
medical facility to determine the next steps 
needed to ensure you get the care you need. 

How do I get my prescription filled? Your 
community provider should send the 

prescription to be filled at the nearest VA 
pharmacy. The VA pharmacy will mail the 
medication to you. Contact the VA pharmacy 
that was selected to fill the prescription if you 
have a question about receiving your 
medication. 

What if I need my prescription filled 
immediately and there is not a VA pharmacy 
nearby? If the prescription is for urgent or 
emergency care, you can get it filled at a non-
VA pharmacy, but you will need to submit a 
prescription reimbursement request to your 
VA medical facility. 

Costs/Billing 
What are the costs for community care? Just 
like at VA, you may have to pay a copayment 
and VA may bill your insurance company for 
care that is not service-connected. 

I received a bill from my community provider. 
What do I do? Usually this means that your 
community provider tried to send a bill to VA 
but did not receive a payment. Contact your 
VA medical facility so they can work with the 
community provider to resolve the issue. 

New Community Care Program 
I heard that VA is working on a new 
community care program. What is the status 
of that? Yes, due to the VA MISSION Act of 
2018, VA is creating a new, single community 
care program that will be easier to use. VA is in 
the process of designing and testing the 
program, which is scheduled to launch by 
June 6, 2019. 

Accessing Community Care 
 



 
 

 
OFFICE OF COMMUNITY CARE 

CONTACT COVER SHEET 
 

Mailing Address: 
Atlanta Veterans Administration Medical Center 

1670 Clairmont Rd 
ATTN:  Fee/16 

Decatur, GA 30033 

FAX:  404-417-1676 

TEL:  404-321-6111 x202138, 2012139, or 202144 
 
CUSTOMER SERVICE HOURS:   
To better serve the community partners and Veterans our 
customer services hours for the month of January – May 2019 
will be Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday from 8:30 AM – 
3:00 PM.   
 
Starting in June 2019 our hours of operation will be Monday – 
Friday from 8:30 AM – 2:30 PM. 
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